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New tool transport system by PARAT 

 

360° flexibility 
 

Transporting tools has never been this practical: PARAT, a trusted manufacturer of portable storage solutions, 

has introduced an innovative concept that revolutionizes the way we transport tools. The specially developed 

new tool cases, in combination with the compatible trolley, offer a practical, flexible, and ergonomic solution 

for every transport task. With this breakthrough in everyday practice, PARAT has set new standards in the 

market. 

 

The new PARAMOVER transport system comprises two main components, the spacious cases from the 

PARACTIVE product line and an innovative trolley, which not only facilitates transport but also provides easy 

access to its contents. 

 

The new tool cases are made of high-strength X-ABS plastic and are reinforced by a powder-coated red 

aluminum frame, making them extremely durable and reliable for transporting tools, measuring devices, or 

laboratory equipment. The cases can be easily carried like a classic tool case, with a proven and sturdy PARAT 

pull-along handle that has stop positions to ensure a safe grip. To open the cases, they are placed flat on the 

floor, and floor gliders on the bottom protect even sensitive surfaces from damage. 

 

The lid of the case can be unfolded to provide easy access to its contents from the side. This not only 

guarantees an unrestricted view of the case's interior but also allows you to transport even larger tools, 

measuring devices, or other technical equipment that can't fit in a case opened in the middle. The lid is 

securely attached by two hinges, with one side having an opening limit stop and the other featuring a sturdy 

latch mechanism. Accidentally opening the case is virtually impossible. 

 

PARAT's cases provide plenty of space for interior design and allow for customization as required. With its 

vast range of tool boards, PARAT offers a high level of adaptability. Users can choose from tool boards with 

patented CP-7 tool holders or sewn separations. A document compartment and a loop to hold a small level 

or yardstick (up to 25cm) are included in the standard equipment. Moreover, as a manufacturer, PARAT can 

develop and implement any individual customization required by the customer, including perfectly fitting 

foam inserts to suit any project. 

 

The tool case boasts a high-quality design with an attractive color scheme. The aluminum frame, coated in 

red, creates a beautiful contrast with X-ABS plastic in black. 

 

Get ready for the PARAMOVER: a reliable and convenient transport system that will be available in the market 

in fall 2024. The trolley comes with a spacious transport box in its base model. It features large, sturdy rubber 

wheels and rubberized handles that ensure secure handling while on the move. The PARAMOVER can be 

customized with two additional cases from the PARACTIVE product line, in addition to the base box which 

also comes with protective floor gliders. These two cases can be easily stacked on two robust adapter plates 

made of PA6 GF30 and securely attached using a metal inlay. 
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The system's main feature is the ability of its plates to rotate 360°. This makes it easy to turn the upper cases 

in any direction and open them as needed. The large base box ensures that the transport system is always 

securely positioned, so several cases can be opened at the same time without removing any of them.  

To prepare for the next mission, simply push all the cases back into place and the trolley can be easily moved 

around. 

 

PARAT, the specialist for tool transport, offers a new level of flexibility for professionals who need to be mobile 

during work. The PARAMOVER system can now attach additional tool boxes and PARACTIVE cases using an 

adapter plate. This innovation is not magic, it's practical. It is designed to benefit craftsmen, mechanics, and 

service technicians. 

 

 

 

IMAGE MATERIAL:  
https://filetransfer.parat.de/d/s/xpnf7w0UcqkcjHnrtEIoOLkdfwDfBuQ0/40vKTzC9wu0txDN1rdTkboBX_TDyz

3wa-a7mg60yxPQs  
  

  

 
Illustration 01: 

360° ROBUST & COMPACT  

The outer shell of this product comes with a matte finish that ensures stability and prevents slips. The 

aluminum frame is bold and colored in a bright red shade that immediately catches the eye. The carrying 

handle of the product is designed to be ergonomic and comes with finger dimples and stop positions that 

guarantee fatigue-free transport. The product also comes with a soft-touch surface that is moisture-

resistant and provides a permanent grip. 

 

  
 

Illustration02: 

360° ACCESSIBLE & INDIVIDUAL  

The PARACTIVE product line offers a well-designed interior that provides easy access to your tools from the 

top. You can choose from cases that come with patented CP-7 tool holders or proven sewn separations as 

https://filetransfer.parat.de/d/s/xpnf7w0UcqkcjHnrtEIoOLkdfwDfBuQ0/40vKTzC9wu0txDN1rdTkboBX_TDyz3wa-a7mg60yxPQs
https://filetransfer.parat.de/d/s/xpnf7w0UcqkcjHnrtEIoOLkdfwDfBuQ0/40vKTzC9wu0txDN1rdTkboBX_TDyz3wa-a7mg60yxPQs
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a standard. The PARACTIVE cases are not only functional but they can also be customized with your brand’s 

image and values with individual branding. 

 

 
 

Illustration03: 

360° COMFORTABLE  

Introducing the PARAMOVER storage system - designed for effortless accessibility and optimal mobility. The 

system features a rotating adapter plate that provides direct access to your tools without the need to 

remove or push the cases. It comes with two cases from the PARACTIVE product line and a PARAMOVER 

transport unit, making it an ideal storage solution for professionals on the go. 

 

 

 

 

 
Abbildung04: 

Premiere at Light + Building in Frankfurt: Both managing directors present the mobile storage system, 

which consists of two PARACTIVE cases and the PARAMOVER (coming soon). From left to right: Christian 

Wimmer, Bertram Göb. Link to the landing page:  

https://www.parat.de/lp/paractive/ 

 

 

https://www.parat.de/lp/paractive/
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ABOUT PARAT SOLUTIONS GMBH 

PARAT Solutions GmbH stands for the sustainable and long-lasting use of its products. Since 1945, PARAT 

has been consistently striving for the highest quality standards while ensuring maximum customer 

satisfaction as a premium brand and market leader in innovative storage and transport systems and 

specialist for certified safety lamps. PARAT offers various standardized and customizable storage and 

transport solutions for various industries and trades. In addition, PARAT is a reputable producer of portable 

IT system cases for training and education. The company’s product portfolio is completed with a range of 

certified lamps suitable for rescue and disaster units. PARAT is dedicated to ensuring sustainable product 

life cycles and using sustainable materials and components throughout production. Moreover, the 

company takes a long-term approach to employee well-being. 

 

CONTACT FABRICANT   CONTACT PRESSE 

PARAT Solutions GmbH   Marketingabteilung 

Gewerbegebiet Manzing 7  marketing@parat.de 

94065 Waldkirchen   Tel. +49 8581 99992 0 

Tel.: +49 8581 99992 0 

Mail: info@parat.de 

www.parat.de  
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